
I will learn:

Further Reading

Greater Depth Challenge

Key Words

This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus: Homes and Houses 

I know the four main compass points.
I can recognise different types of 

materials.
I can begin to follow instructions for 

direction.

Thinking Deeper 
Challenge

Create your own leaflet all about 
facts for the city you live in 

(Sheffield).

Ramadan Ramadan is a period of ritual fasting. It marks the time when the Quran was 
revealed to the Prophet Muhammad.

Mosque Mosque is a place of worship for Muslims.

Islam Islam is the second largest religion in the world.

address An address is the place where one lives or a business is located.

city A city is a place where many people live closely together.

Country A country is an area of land with boundaries.

monument A monument is a structure (as a building, stone, or statue) made to keep alive 
the memory of a person or event.

Countries in the United Kingdom

Geography
I can name the four countries in the United 

Kingdom and locate them on a map.

I can name some of the main towns and 
cities in the United Kingdom.

I can explain where I live and tell someone 
my address.

DT
I can make a simple plan before making.

I can use my own ideas to make something.

RE
I can identify the importance of Mosques

and significant symbols in Islam.

Computing
I can create a series of instructions.

I can plan a journey for a programmable 
toy.

I know what I like and do not like about a 
place that is different to the one I live in.

To identify and compare the suitability of a 
variety of everyday materials.

The House that Once Was
Julie Fogliano and  Lane Smith

Let's Build A House
Mick Manning and Brita Granström



Knowledge Organiser Focus: Homes and Houses 
Design and Technology

Buildings are structures that are built by humans. They can be constructed out of 

many different materials.

Some of the most common are wood, brick, stone, glass and metal.

RE
What happens during Ramadan?

During Ramadan, many Muslims fast. This 
means they are not allowed to eat or drink 
during daylight hours. When fasting, they 
feel hungry and thirsty, which reminds 
Muslims of people in the world who are less 
fortunate than themselves. They begin to 
understand what it must be like for people 
who don’t have much to eat and because of 
this, many give money to the poor.

History
The Great Fire of London was a 

major fire that swept through 

London from Sunday 22nd

September to Thursday 6th

September 1666. The fire 

destroyed the homes of many 

people. 

Computing

Geography
Capital cities of the United Kingdom.

The 
Monument 
to the Great 
Fire of 
London


